
ACHTUNG: Ihr bekommt alle in den nächsten Wochen eine Email von uns. Wer künftig unseren Newsletter weiter 
bekommen möchte muss darauf antworten und uns bestätigen, dass er unsere Listen auch künftig bekommen 
möchte. Alle anderen Email Konten im Verteiler werden gelöscht werden. Hintergrund ist eine neue Verordnung 
"DSGVO" (geht im Prinzip um Datenschutz), die natürlich wieder mal ihren Ursprung in der EU - Gesetzgebung 
begründet ist. 
 
ATTENTION: You will receive an email from us within the next weeks. Anyone wishing to receive our newsletter in 
the future must respond and confirm that they want to receive our lists in the future as well. All other email 
accounts in the mailing list will be deleted. Background is a new regulation "DSGVO" (in principle it concerns data 
protection), which is of course again originated in the EU - legislation. 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2nd Underground Power strike in 2018 – not sure if we will send another one before KIT (we will have 
our shop as usually in the tent), but surely after.  
 
 
Underground Power Records Releases - thanks for the fantastic pre-orders: M.A.S.A.C.R.E - Sin Piedad + METALIAN - Midnight 
Rider in Blue Vinyl are totally SOLD OUT ! 
 

• Unearthed Elf (US) - (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) - Epic US Doom Metal in the vein of Bathory / Veni 
Domine or Sorcerer with clean Vocals ! - 16 € or 17 € for Red Vinyl 
 

• Metalian (CAN) - Midnight Rider LP (LIM.500 - 350 black Vinyl) - CAN Power Metal Killer -  For Fans of Exciter, 
Abattoir, Jaguar, Raven, Judas Priest (Painkiller - Era), Iron Maiden, early Running Wild - 16 € 

 
• Blazon Stone - Down in the Dark LP (Lim. 500 - 150 Blue /350 Black Vinyl) - Classic SWE Running Wild worship and 

their best Album since "Return to Port Royal" ! - 16 € or 17 € for Blue Vinyl 
 
 
These have been a bit delayed by the pressing plant -  new release Date now - 25.03.2018 - Black Vinyl 16 € + col. Vinyl 17 € : 
 

• UP040 - Aircraft LP - Maximum Destruktion (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) - traditional Heavy Metal from 
Malaysia for Fans of Air Raid, Enforcer, Jaguar, Cloven Hoof, Riot 
 

• UP052 - Destroyer LP - Optimum D.S.I  (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) - US melodic METAL classic from 1988 
for Fans of Shok Paris, Dokken, Christillow, Ratt, Havoc or X-Caliber 

 
• UP053 - Carnage LP - Massacre (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) - US METAL Classic from 1986 for Fans of 

Cirith Ungol, Sinister Angel or Brocas Helm 
 

• UP054 - Battle Axe (US) - We're on the attack LP (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) - US METAL Classic from 
1985 for Fans of Malice, Shok Paris, Helix, Accept, Krokus or early Savatage 

 
 
AND for the Keep It True Festival we will proudly release: 
 

• SIREN - Up from the Depths 3 - LP + Extra 7" (LIM.600 - 200 Col. Vinyl + 400 Black Vinyl) - 1. LP incl. their 2 
Demos, 2. LP No Place like Home, 3. LP New Songs + Unreleased '80s tracks + Metal Mercenary 7" Replica with 
Originalcover ! 
 

• CEREBUS - Too late to pray / Like a Banshee DLP  (LIM. 300 - 100 Col. + 200 Black Vinyl) - fantastic US Metal 
for Fans of Liege Lord, Armored Saint, Black Knight or Iron Maiden 

 
More to come in 2018 - be aware ! 
 

CDS  
 
ALIAS - Metal to Infinity (NEW*US METAL CLASSIC '89*REMASTERES*C.GLORY*LETHAL) - 14 € 
MVD Audio 2017 - US Direct Import -  US Metal Classic from 1989 ! Alpha-Omega is all time fave US Metal Hymn for example ! 



A real must-have for fans of QUEENSRYCHE, LETHAL, HEIR APPARENT, FATES WARNING, SCREAMER, MYSTIC FORCE and 
CRIMSON GLORY! 
Remastered to celebrate the bands 30th anniversary, ALIAS’ debut and follow up album’s sound have now been elevated to 
today’s standards. 
Praised by publications such as Hit Parader, Kerrang, Aardshok America and Metal Forces, the band received airplay from a new 
breed of stations like KNAC in Los Angeles, WKNH, WFBG and WRTN in New York looking for the next big thing. 
The band’s rise coincided with the beginnings of the worldwide progressive/power metal movement that was being led by such 
bands as Queensryche and Fates Warning. 
The bands songs ran the gamut of metal styles with melodic metal fair such as “Prisoner of Dreams” and “Metal To Infinity” with 
progressive arrangements such as “Alpha Omega” and “Dreamer” and thrashy tunes such as “Knight of the Realm” and “The 
System” and “Ultraviolence”. 
 
ALIAS - Same (NEW*US METAL CLASSIC '87*F.WARNING*QUEENSRYCHE*LETHAL*M.FORCE) - 14 € 
MVD Audio 2017 - US Direct Import -  US Metal Classic from 1987 ! 
A must-have for fans of QUEENSRYCHE, LETHAL, HEIR APPARENT, FATES WARNING, SCREAMER, MYSTIC FORCE and CRIMSON 
GLORY! 
Remastered to celebrate the bands 30th anniversary, ALIAS’ debut and follow up album sound have now been elevated to 
today’s standards. The band’s rise coincided with the beginnings of the worldwide progressive/power metal movement that 
what being led by such bands as Queensryche and Fates Warning. Within that new movement, the band what praised by 
publications such as Hit Parader and Kerrang, metal forces of Aardshok America and received airplay from a new breed of 
stations like KNAC in Los Angeles, WKNH WFBG and WRTN in New York looking for the next big thing. The bands songs ran the 
gamut of metal styles with melodic metal fair search such as “Prisoner of Dreams” and “Metal To Infinity” with progressive 
arrangements as “Alpha Omega” and “Dreamer” and thrashy tunes such as “Knight of the realm” and “The System” and 
“Ultraviolence”. 
 
ANGEL OF MERCY - The Avatar DCD (NEW*US EPIC ROCK/METAL*M.ROAD*P.ALTAR*WITCHFYNDE) - 15 € 
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Ultimate reissue of one of the cultest '80s metal records: ANGEL OF MERCY's lone album, The 
Avatar, Epic/Prog Heavy Metal / Rock Classic ! 
Prized by many collectors as one of American metal's Holy Grails, the rarest of the rare, The Avatar is now being released in a 
2CD version which includes the original album in its entirety and then a second disc compiling rare recording sessions from 1983 
and 1992, an unreleased track from The Avatar sessions, and an old track re-recorded in 2015 - For Fans of early MANILLA ROAD, 
WITCHFYNDE , WITCHFINDER GENERAL or PAGAN ALTAR 
 
APOSTLE OF SOLITUDE - From Gold to Ash (NEW*US DOOM METAL*THE GATES OF SLUMBER) - 14 € 
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Traditional Doom Metal at its very best around EX - The Gates of Slumber Drummer Chuck Brown ! One of 
the best + most melancholic Doom Monster oft he last years ! 
For Fans of Candlemass, The Gates of Slumber, early Trouble 
 
ARKHAM WITCH- Get Thothed Vol. III (NEW* LIM.ED.3rd PART*EPIC/OCCULT NWOBHM/DOOM) - 11 € 
Metal On Metal Records 2018 - Brandnew final and long awaited 3rd Part of this cult series. This last part includes the 12-page 
booklet that is for all 3 parts in the box. 
Get your NEW AND UNPLAYED copy of this THE LAMP OF THOTH tribute for your collection and close the hole in your collection. 
FOR FANS OF: The Lamp of Thoth, Saint Vitus, Pentagram, Valhall, The Wizar'd, The Gates of Slumber, Manilla Road, Cirith Ungol, 
Hell, Witchfinder General 
A great Mix of classic Doom Metal meets NWOBHM – obscure + epic Doom Metal ! Incl. The Lamp of Thoth members - 
Everybody who had the chance to see them live at the Hammers of Doom knows what to expect – this is real cult Metal ! 
 
ARKHAM WITCH - Get Thothed 3 CD - BOX (NEW*LIM.BOX SET*VOL.1- 3*EPIC/OCCULT NWOBHM/DOOM) - 39 € 
Metal On Metal Records 2015 - 2018 - Finally all parts of the Trilogy are released now - incl. Booklet + Slipcase ! 
FOR FANS OF: The Lamp of Thoth, Saint Vitus, Pentagram, Valhall, The Wizar'd, The Gates of Slumber, Manilla Road, Cirith Ungol, 
Hell, Witchfinder General 
The Box contains 3 Cardpak CDs + Booklet + Slipcase Box 
Get Thothed Vol. 1 
Get Thothed Vol. 2 
Get Thothed Vol. 3 
A great Mix of classic Doom Metal meets NWOBHM – obscure + epic Doom Metal ! Incl. The Lamp of Thoth members - 
Everybody who had the chance to see them live at the Hammers of Doom knows what to expect – this is real cult Metal ! 
 
ARKHAM WITCH- Get Thothed 4 CD - BOX (NEW*LIM.BOX SET*VOL.1- 3 +DEMOS*EPIC/OCCULT NWOBHM/DOOM) - 49 € 
Metal On Metal Records 2015 - 2018 - Finally all parts of the Trilogy are released now - incl. Booklet + Slipcase ! 
FOR FANS OF: The Lamp of Thoth, Saint Vitus, Pentagram, Valhall, The Wizar'd, The Gates of Slumber, Manilla Road, Cirith Ungol, 
Hell, Witchfinder General 
The Box contains 4 Cardpak CDs + Booklet + Slipcase Box 



Get Thothed Vol. 1 
Get Thothed Vol. 2 
Get Thothed Vol. 3 
ARKHAM WITCH - Demos from the Deep 
A great Mix of classic Doom Metal meets NWOBHM – obscure + epic Doom Metal ! Incl. The Lamp of Thoth members - 
Everybody who had the chance to see them live at the Hammers of Doom knows what to expect – this is real cult Metal ! 
 
BASHFUL ALLEY - It's About Time DCD (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC + 9 BONUS TRACKS) - 15 € 
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew reissue 2018, ltd 500, 9 bonus tracks "Live at Brofest", mastered by Patrick W. Engel at 
temple of Disharmony 
 
BETRAYEL - Death Shall Overcome (NEW*US THRASH METAL '87*HALLOWS EVE*E-X-E*EXODUS) - 15 € 
Divebomb Records 2018 - Brandnew Remastered Limited Edition of 500 copies only - US Thrash Metal Classic Anthology - 
Rerelease of their Demos + Bonus Tracks incl. Metal Massacre ! Cover art by Steven Cobb – digitally remastered – band supplied 
photos – full color 24 page booklet with new band interview!  For Fans of Nasty Savage, Hallows Eve, E-X-E, Harter Attack, Slayer 
& Exodus 
BETRAYEL formed in Fresno, CA in 1985 with Chris Campise on bass/vocals, guitarists James Carter and James Johnson, and Arlie 
Patton on drums. Influenced by the burgeoning sounds of Metallica, Exodus, and Slayer, BETRAYEL quickly announced their 
primal thrash metal fury by opening their debut demo—1986's Helpless Souls—with a bold mission statement: "Attention 
posers: prepare to die!" 
The following year found the group appearing on Godly Records' Raging Death compilation alongside early incarnations of future 
greats Atheist (as R.A.V.A.G.E.) and Obituary (as Xecutioner), before work ensued on a second demo: Death Shall Overcome. 
BETRAYEL then secured its highest-profile appearance to date in 1990 with the opening track on Metal Blade's Metal Massacre 
Ten compilation, all the while respectfully maintaining their singular focus on intense, raging thrash. 
Even early on, BETRAYEL had opened for names such as Anthrax, Death Angel, Overkill, etc.; and would go on to share the stage 
with a huge number of impressive acts such as Autopsy, Dark Angel, Kreator, Lääz Rockit, and Voïvod. Having amassed an 
impressive cache of songs that had yet to be recorded, the band was prepping to sign with Mechanic Records, before 
management issues saw BETRAYEL passed over for Vio-lence instead. By the end of 1990, BETRAYEL was finished. 
Finally, almost three decades after the fact, Divebomb Records is proud to grant BETRAYEL's recordings a long overdue 
discography collection: Death Shall Overcome. The 20-song CD includes tracks from the Helpless Souls and Death Shall 
Overcome demos, the Raging Death and Metal Massacre Ten compilations, plus eight previously unreleased live cuts recorded in 
1988. Fully remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording, the disc is housed alongside an extensive booklet loaded with 
archival photos/flyers and a retrospective interview with the band. 
 
CANDLE - Demo 2016 (NEW*SWE EPIC METAL*CIRITH UNGOL*MERCYFUL FATE) - 10 € 
Fighter Reords 2016/2017 - Debut recording of this swedish band that plays a haunting and epic kind of Heavy Metal with 
healthy reminiscences to MERCYFUL FATE with some doses of US bands a la early SAVATAGE, FATES WARNING & CIRITH UNGOL 
while never forgetting about godly NWOBHM in the vein of some early JUDAS PRIEST, SATAN... Destined for greater things!! 
 
CANDLE - The Keeper's Curse (NEW*SWE HEAVY METAL*M.FATE*CIRITH UNGOL*SATAN) - 13 € 
Fighter Reords 2018 -  Bradnew 1st album of this swedish band that plays a haunting and epic kind of Heavy Metal with healthy 
reminiscences to MERCYFUL FATE with some doses of US bands a la early SAVATAGE, FATES WARNING & CIRITH UNGOL while 
never forgetting about godly NWOBHM in the vein of some early JUDAS PRIEST, SATAN... 
For Fans of Attic, Portrait, Trial, In Solitude  
 
COLLIBUS - Trusting The Illusion (NEW*UK PROG/POWER METAL*THRESHOLD*EVERGREY*TAD MOROSE) - 14 € 
No Dust Records 2018 -  Brandnew 2nd Album from UK Collibus with Killer Power/Prog Metal ín a beautiful Digipak Edition !  
Hailing from the underground Manchester metal scene, Collibus is a progressive metal band of tour-de-force proportions. 
For Fans of Evergrey, Threshold, Tad Morose, Pyramaze, Conception, Beyond Twilight 
Queen's Brian May:  
"Collibus is already a phenomenon. Scary musicianship at the most furious end of the metal spectrum, crowned with Gemma 
Fox's passion and power as a vocalist. Ouch. Impossible to ignore." 
Iced Earth's Luke Appleton hailed Collibus'  
"Monstrous guitar solos, a grooving rhythm section and a vocalist that just smacks you in the face with melody!" 
 
DAUTHA - Brethren of the Black Soil (NEW*EPIC DOOM METAL*GRIFTEGARD*PROCESSION) – 14 € 
Van Records 2018 - Brandnew three panel digipack with booklet incl. lyrics - Epic Folk/Doom Metal Masterpiece from SWE ! 
The band around guitarist and composer Ola Blomkvist (Wardenclyffe, ex-Griftegård) already impressed with the demo ’Den 
Förste’ 
For Fans of Count Raven, Procession, Griftegard, Spiritus Mortis, Candlemass 
 
DEFEATER - Endless Ray EP (NEW*FEMALE FRONTED SPEED METAL*AGENT STEEL) - 10 € 
Eat Metal records 2017 -  Mindblowing speed metal with attitude from Chile / South America !!  



Debut EP incl. a cover of Agent Steel's classic Bleed for the godz & a new rehearsal track ( from the forthcoming album to be 
released April 2018 by Eat Metal Records). 
 
DELIVERANCE - The Subversive Kind (NEW*COMEBACK US WHITE THRASH/SPEED METAL KILLER) - 14 € 
Roxx Production 2018 - Brandnew Comeback Album - US White Thrash/Speed Metal Killer ! 
'The Subversive Kind' is a true return to form for thrash pioneers Deliverance, boasting 8 brand new tracks that truly bring that 
classic thrash sound back. The fans that have been requesting a 'Weapons part 2’ will be ecstatic with this new release and I'm 
going to go out on a limb and say that this new album is the bands 'Reign in Blood.' If you’re a fan of the first three albums, 
you’re going to want to jump out of your seat for this one! True to form, Deliverance has recorded in The Subversive Kind an old 
school thrash album complete with all the expected trimmings: unrelenting fast tempos, aggressive riffing, tenacious drumming, 
shredding guitar leads and middle register vocals of a terse and brusque variety. 
The CD version is packaged in a jewel case with 8 panel insert! 
 
DEMON BITCH  – Death is Hanging + Demo 2012 (NEW*US METAL*BROCAS HELM*MERCYFUL FATE) - 13 € 
Dystopian Dogs Records 2018 - US Direct Import - 80`s Epic and obscure US Metal Killer from Detroit !   
The band delivers their own take on traditional heavy metal, topped with killer, totally unique vocals. It’s definitely a sound to 
fall in love with, as it is fresh, twisted and original. Listening to this album, you’ll get intensity, melodies and an overall inspired 
performance from all parts involved. King Diamond and Mercyful Fate are obvious references, but a song like the opener “All 
Hail Evil” also leans a bit towards newer acts like Sweden’s Portrait, and even Enforcer, the latter mainly due to the energy and 
some of the guitar work. The song is an intense and almost hectic opening tune, musically with lots of NWOBHM-references, 
great guitar work and some cool bass lines creating a solid foundation for the track along with the strong and natural drums. On 
top of it all you’ll find a very impressive and inspired vocal performance from vocalist extraordinaire Logon Saton. For Fans of 
oldschool US METAL like Borrowed Time, Brocas Helm, King Diamond, Enforcer, Portrait, Mercyful Fate, Cirith Ungol, Angel 
Witch, Manilla Road, Doomsword 
 
DERACINATION - Times of Atrocity DCD (NEW*LIM.1000*AUS DEATH/THRASH METAL*MORTIFICATION) - 14 € 
Dark Descent Records / Dark Symphinies 2018 - Lim. 1000 DCD - AUS Death/Thrash Metal Killer Rerelease ! 
This sounds A LOT like early Mortification! Australian Death metal act DERACINATION to reissue their ultra-rare, highly sought 
after self financed 1992 CD "Times Of Atrocity". As a bonus we will be including the band's equally rare 1992 demo. Almost 80 
minutes of full-on, in your face, crushing death / grind metal bringing to mind early Mortification and Living Sacrifice. Last, we 
will include a second bonus CD with the bands pre-DERACINATION thrash metal incarnation HOLY RITE - Mosh for the Master. 
In 1989 Holy Rite was formed with a desire to play music together and as the band's influences were heavy metal/Thrash. The 
band had a desire to play loud and heavy with lyrics that had a positive message, being Christians in a band but not out to 
preach to people. They changed the name to Deracination as another band was using Holy Rite and recorded their debut CD as 
Deracination at Machine Head Studio’s which is no longer in operation, as always when it came to the end of recording ran out  
of money and this had an affect on the end result as it was never mastered or properly mixed and with the limited technology 
from the early 90’s wasn’t able to fix the problems with the recording, but it was still was quite well received. 
During their Australian tour and release of their album, 2 members left the band due to personal reasons and with the new line 
up, it also changed the direction of the music but not intentionally to a much darker heavier sound which led us to record the 
final cassette tape as Deracination, and was never released on CD. Only a very small amount of about 250 were made 
 
DRIVE - Idefi (NEW*LIM.500*US MELODIC/PROG METAL*C.GLORY*LETHAL*UNREL.3rd ALBUM) - 15 € 
20th Century Music 2017 - Limited Edition of 500 copies only - 24 pages deluxe booklet ! This is their unreleased 3rd Album after 
"Characters in Time" + "Diablero" ! 
US melodic Power/Prog Metal for Fans of Crimson Glory, Queensryche, Lethal  
IDEFI, the material that should have made up Houston based progressive metallers DRIVE’s third album, finally hits the streets in 
a proper release.  Working very closely with the band members and their families, IDEFI is not a reissue, rather, a celebration of 
singer David Earl Taylor and founder member / guitarist Rick Chavez, lives.  The album features a huge 24 page booklet, liner 
notes from Chris Leibundgut, heartfelt tributes to both Chavez and Taylor  
A break that became permanent as other priorities got in the way of any further DRIVE activities although everyone continues to 
play music to this day. The death of vocalist David Taylor on June 15, 2009, resulting from a freak car accident while he drove 
along a San Antonio Interstate, forever closed the door on a reunion of the original line-up, something Chavez admits “we had 
talked about it here and there but life happened – marriages, babies, jobs; we were all doing different things.” 
And yet there is an unexpected new and final chapter in the band’s history in the shape of ‘iDefi’, the album you are holding in 
your very hands. Consisting of ‘Inherit the Wind’ and ‘Insanity’, familiar to those lucky enough to score a ‘Diablero’ advance 
cassette of the unreleased Rampage version, and 8 other songs, this posthumous addition to the DRIVE catalog is further 
testimony to the band’s pure class and style, a perfect blend of metallic muscle and melody, topped off by David Taylor’s soaring 
vocals, that holds up well to this day. 
“’Inherit the Wind’ and ‘Insanity’ are the versions meant to be on ‘Diablero’. All the songs are original versions – some are 
demos and raw recordings, nothing has been re-recorded for this release”, explains Chavez. “’Inherit the Wind’ and ‘Insanity’ 
aside, most of the songs were recorded in L.A. and Houston and were supposed to be included on our next album that didn’t 
come to pass. We had some interest from Chrysalis other labels at the time but because of original contracts and the nature of 
the business it would have cost another label a small fortune to buy us out of our contract. We were not so much dropped from 



Zoo…. more like put on a shelf so if anybody else wanted us it would have cost them. And this was at the dawn of the metal 
killing grunge scene.” 
“The release of ‘iDefi’, for me is a tribute to the voice of the band, David Taylor, and his memory and legacy”, states Chavez. “I 
will be forever grateful that he was the man that sang my songs. We are thankful that Kai and Dave have remained fans and 
believed in the band enough to seek me out and want to release these songs.” 
 
EUDOXIS - The Gathering (NEW*LIM.500*CAN THRAS METAL CLASSIC*OBLIVEON*SACRIFICE*DYOXEN) - 13 € 
Ragnarök Records 2018  - Brandnew killer CAN technical Thrash Metal Anthology -  originally released in 1991! For Fans of 
Coroner, Sacrifice, Obliveon, Dyoxen, Savage Steel 
Eudoxis were one of the first thrash acts in Canada. The first incarnation of Eudoxis came to life in 1983 in Longeuil, a suburb of 
the Franco-Canadian city Montreal. The Judas Priest song “Exciter“ had been their blueprint for songwriting and the result was 
way more aggressive than the british rockers themselves. 
In 1986, the 12“-single “Attack from Above“ was released and has since become a searched gem. After some lineup changes, the 
band started recordings for the full length album “Open Fire“ and it was released in 1991 on vinyl, CD and K7. 
 On board was the band leader Rick Raczko, vocalist Sotiri Papafylis, drummer J.P. Perrault and axemen Mario Gilles Vaillancourt 
and Mars B. Alexander. This lineup gave the seven new songs a very distinct and original sound. “Open Fire“ has also become a 
collector’s item over the years. To commemorate 35 years since the formation of Eudoxis, the band members have decided to 
re-release all of their old material. 
 “The Gathering“ is a compilation of the complete Eudoxis recordings along with two new songs by the band Screen which 
features 4 of the 5 members of the “Open Fire“ lineup. 
 What you get is one of the most original thrash acts from Canada. Thrash yourself the old-school way!!!      
•One of the first thrash acts from Canada 
•original thrash metal with a difference 
•7 tunes from the collector’s item “Open Fire” plus the 2 songs from the 12”-gem “Attack From Above”, completed by new 
material from the ex-musicians of Eudoxis 
•16 page-booklet with artwork, pics & the complete history with liner notes 
•limited edition (500 copies) 
 
FIRST OFFENCE - First Offence (NEW*LIM.500*HMC #40*BRITISH STEEL) - 14 € 
Pure Steel Records / Karthago Records 2018 - British Heavy Metal, 2018 Rerelease, lim. to 500 copies, with 8 Bonustracks, gray 
tray, certificate, hologram 
Heavy Metal Classics #40 ! Originally released 1988 on Metalother Records - rare as hell ! 
 
FIST - Back with a Vengeance DCD (NEW*LIM.NWOBHM CLASSIC ANTHOLOGY) - 15 € 
Dissonance Records 2018 - Brandnew limited DCD Edition - "Back With A Vengeance" the classic anthology of cult NWOBHM 
band Fist. Fist are an English heavy metal band hailing from North East UK.  
They were one of the original bands that were considered to be part of the new wave of British heavy metal movement in the 
late 1970s and early 1980. 
 
GUARDIAN - First Watch (NEW*LEGENDS REMAST.*US WHITE METAL CLASSIC*STRYPER) - 14 € 
Retroactive Records 2018 - Brandnew Rerelease in Jewel Case with 12 page Insert ! #5 on the AngelicWarlord.com top 50 
Christian metal albums of all time! This is the definitive CD reissue for one of the most epic and beloved melodic metal releases 
of all time! 
"Overlooked and underrated Guardian melodic hard rock debut survives the test of time with its endless array of hooks and 
catchy guitar rhythms (“I’ll Never Leave You” & “Mystery Man” should have been top ten hits). Tony Palacios is a guitar wizard 
second to only a select few. Oz Fox fills in on production." 
Guardian’s 1989 debut release on the Enigma Records label. Oz Fox (Stryper) produced and mixed the album in addition to 
contributing vocals. Its still amazing that this eventual classic sold 30,000 units in just the first month of its release!  
Expect hook-laden melodic metal that combines huge Stryper-like vocal harmonies with a top notch display of musicianship. 
Paul Cawley contributes a gritty but clean sounding mid-octave ranged vocal in addition to handling rhythm guitar duties. 
Palacios is a wonderful talent who brings out the best in the band's sound with his melodic flavored and fast paced lead guitar 
work. Drummer Rikk Hart and bassist David Bach comprise a tight sounding rhythm section. David Bach contributes exclusive 
liner notes regarding the recording and release of First Watch. Guardian has been a household name in Christian hard rock and 
metal circles, contemporaries with Stryper, Bride and Whitecross!  
14 total tracks including two tracks from California Metal comp produced by John & Dino Elefante (Kansas/Mastedon). This 
Retroactive Records 2018 release differs from the now out-of-print 2009 reissue in that the 2018 Legends Remastered version of 
First Watch has been remastered by Rob Colwell of Bombworks Sound and this CD reissue is a jewel case release which includes 
a 12 page insert with many band pictures and lyrics. 
 
HAMFERD - Tamsins Likam (NEW*DEATH/DOOM METAL MASTERPIECE*MY DYING BRIDE) - 14 € 
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandnew majestic Doom/Death Metal from the Faroe Islands! Clean Vocals, acoustic Parts, Death 
growls + Epic Hymns ! 
For Fans of My Dying Bride or Ahab or Swallow the Sun -  Doom Metal Masterpiece ! 



 
HAUNT - Luminous Eyes (NEW*US METAL*NIGHT DEMON*IRONFLAME*ANGEL WITCH) - 12 € 
SHADOW KINGDOM RECORDS 2018 - HAUNT's highly anticipated debut EP, Luminous Eyes.  
HAUNT is the work of modern renaissance man Trevor William Church. Son of Montrose bassist Bill Church, the California native 
has already come to prominence as the vocalist/guitarist of doom-lords Beastmaker, who've released two critically acclaimed 
albums on Rise Above. However, as HAUNT, Church goes solo and creates a bewitching brew of classic, turn-of-the-'80s heavy 
metal, drawing deeply from the momentous NWOBHM movement.  
A lot of great Guitar Harmonies over an classic 80's oldschool feeling and production ! 
For Fans of Angel Witch, DiAnno's Iron Maiden, Ironflame, Cauldron, Night Demon 
 
HEAVY LOAD - Stronger Than Evil (NEW*LIM.DELUXE DIGI + 6 BONUS TR.*KIT HEADLINER) - 18 € 
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew official Rerelease in the limited deluxe digipak CD, the booklet features previously 
unpublished photos, as well as the band’s memories and ideas about the songs. In fact, the CD-booklet  has 32 pages!  
The reissue will contain 6 bonus tracks out of which 4 never have been available publicly before and it is remastered directly 
from the original analogue tapes by the Wahlquist Brothers ! 
HEAVY LOAD is widely held as the band that started the whole Swedish Heavy Metal wave with their first album in 1978. In 
addition, they are regarded as the first Viking Metal band in the world. Heavy Load was founded in the depths of midwinter 
1974-75 by the two brothers Ragne Wahlquist (vocals, keyboard and guitar) and Styrbjörn Wahlquist (vocals and drums). The 
brothers’ vision has always been the core of what Heavy Load was all about. In 1978, HEAVY LOAD released their first album 
entitled “Full Speed at High Level”, and after expanding the line up with a second guitarist, they founded their own recording 
facility, the famous Thunderload Studios, along with their own label, Thunderload Records. On their own label, they released 
timeless HEAVY LOAD classics, such as: “Metal Conquest” (1981), “Death Or Glory “(1982) and “Stronger Than Evil” (1983). 
 
HEAVY LOAD - Stronger Than Evil (NEW*SWE HEAVY METAL + 6 BONUS TR.*KIT HEADLINER) - 16 € 
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew official Rerelease in Jewel Case Edition, the booklet features previously unpublished 
photos, as well as the band’s memories and ideas about the songs. In fact, the CD-booklet  has 32 pages!  
The reissue will contain 6 bonus tracks out of which 4 never have been available publicly before and it is remastered directly 
from the original analogue tapes by the Wahlquist Brothers ! 
HEAVY LOAD is widely held as the band that started the whole Swedish Heavy Metal wave with their first album in 1978. In 
addition, they are regarded as the first Viking Metal band in the world. Heavy Load was founded in the depths of midwinter 
1974-75 by the two brothers Ragne Wahlquist (vocals, keyboard and guitar) and Styrbjörn Wahlquist (vocals and drums). The 
brothers’ vision has always been the core of what Heavy Load was all about. In 1978, HEAVY LOAD released their first album 
entitled “Full Speed at High Level”, and after expanding the line up with a second guitarist, they founded their own recording 
facility, the famous Thunderload Studios, along with their own label, Thunderload Records. On their own label, they released 
timeless HEAVY LOAD classics, such as: “Metal Conquest” (1981), “Death Or Glory “(1982) and “Stronger Than Evil” (1983). 
 
HELLANBACH - The Big H - The Hellanbach Anthology DCD (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC*VAN HALEN) - 15 € 
Dissonance Records 2018 - Brandnew reissue "The Big H - The Hellanbach Anthology", originally released in 2002. Tyneside, 
England's Hellanbach were often touted as the New Wave of British Heavy Metal's answer to Van Halen. Thanks in large part to 
their crowd-pleasing party attitude and upbeat hard rock tunes, constant gigging all over the Northeast of England made 
Hellanbach a popular attraction on the scene.   
For Fans of Saxon, Accept, Van Halen 
 
HIGH RISK - Dawn At The Alamo (NEW*LIM.500*FATES WARNING*HELSTAR*JAG PANZER) - 14 € 
Arkeyn Steel Records2018 - Limited Edition of  500 Handnumbered CDs ! High Risk from San Antonio, Texas - More than three 
decades and the time has come bring to light 14 well-hidden gems of US Metal from late 80s, that remained unreleased until 
today! 
This is an absolute must have for every Fan of US Metal / Texas Metal with High Pitched Vocals ! 
Unbelievable great US Texas Metal with John Arch - like Vocals and over the top songs in the best vein of FATES WARNING (Arch 
era), JAG PANZER (Ample Destruction era), HADES (first two albums era), HELSTAR 
High Risk from San Antonio, Texas was formed in 1985 and offer killer US heavy/power metal with high-pitched vocals and 
powerful guitars attaining also a tight rhythm section. 
High Risk deliver all ingredients for the ultimate 80s US Heavy/Power METAL sound and all believers of FATES WARNING (Arch 
era), JAG PANZER (Ample Destruction era), HADES (first two albums era), HELSTAR, RIOT get ready for battle… true 80's 
underground US metal is coming! 
 
LAST VISION BLACK - Last Vision Black EP (NEW*US METAL '94*ENFORCE*HITTMAN) - 9 € 
Divebomb Records 2018 - Information regarding criminally obscure progressive metal outfit LAST VISION BLACK is scarce, to say 
the least. The quartet formed around 1993 in Holtsville, NY on Long Island with the lineup of vocalist Scott Oliva (formerly of 
groups such as Deranged, Inner Strength, etc.), Jim Volpe on guitar, bassist Lou Parasimo, and Jules Loscalzo handling drums. 
The band would release but one self-titled three-song demo in 1994, engineered by Oliva's former Inner Strength bandmate Joe 
Marselle, who also performed some guest solos on the sessions. 
For Fans of Hittman, Lord Bane, Apollo Ra, Mystic Force and Enforce 



Limited edition CD – only 500 units pressed worldwide –– digitally remastered – full lyrics 
Coming up at a time when an increasing number of hardcore and death metal acts were gaining recognition in the area, LAST 
VISION BLACK, however, could—and should—have been considered a suitable contemporary of future Long Island Music Hall of 
Fame inductees Dream Theater. Their all-too-succinct demo has garnered a bit of an über-cult following over the years with its 
powerfully melodic, prog-tinted yet thrash-rooted brand of high-quality metal—fitting for fans of Hittman, Queensrÿche, or Iced 
Earth alike. 
True, a CD EP re-release of a 23-year-old three-song cassette may seem a bit of a risk in this dismal age dominated by mere clicks 
and streams, but after several failed attempts at launching their Masters of Metal: Classics compilation series—and knowing 
undeniably worthy material when they hear it—Divebomb Records is willing to explore new territory in order to grant LAST 
VISION BLACK's outstanding music a new chance to be heard. Fully remastered from the band-supplied DAT tape by Jamie King 
at The Basement Recording, this is yet another true labor of love reissue: for the fans, by the fans! 
 
LUV HUNTER - Same (NEW*LIM. CD+DVD*US METAL CLASSIC*OBSESSION*BANSHEE) – 17 € 
Lost Realm Records 2018 – Brandnew + Limited CD + DVD rerelease of an US METAL CLASSIC for Fans of OBSESSION, SCREAMER, 
QUEENSRYCHE, BANSHEE, M.A.R.S. or LEATHERWOLF!  
As is commonly known, the Heavy Metal world is replete with examples of bands/artists that had everything to reach the peaks 
of stardom (the music, the attitude, the looks), but for one reason or another, they weren’t able to receive the rewards for their 
hard work. As we advanced into the end of the 80s, the examples are more and more abundant. In that category, we will have to 
include LUV HUNTER. “How such a tremendous band didn’t went big?”… This question roamed our minds during the past 
months, as we were working on this release. Formed in 1985 in Las Vegas by two friends, Walter Robbins and David Milligan, 
LUV HUNTER is such a fine example of the best late 80s US Metal had to offer!  
Don’t be fooled by the band moniker, because here you will only find pure Heavy Metal, with lots of power and melodies!  
This more-than-deserved CD re-release will comprise the full self-titled album, plus unreleased tracks, in a total of 14 songs of 
pure metal hysteria! But there is more! The intensity of playing live was an essential part of LUV HUNTER. Because of that, this 
release will include a DVD with three live performances: 1987 in Las Vegas, 1990 in Tokyo (a never-seen-before footage) and the 
2013 reunion, when they were inducted in the Las Vegas 80s Rock Hall of Fame! The 20-page booklet will include the official 
band biography written by David Milligan, songs lyrics and rare photos! It’s definitely a MUST-HAVE for any late US Metal 
fancier! 
 
KILL RITUAL - All Men shall fall (NEW*US POWER/THRASH METAL*OVERKILL*IMAGIKA) - 14 € 
Dissonance Records 2018 - Brandnew 4th Album - US Power/Thrash Metal for Fans of Imagika, Testament, Overkill, Anthrax 
Formed in 2010 by former members of Imagika, Dark Angel and Eldritch, Kill Ritual launched themselves into the metal world 
with their debut CD “The Serpentine Ritual” in 2012 on Scarlet Records and the band were immediately rewarded with great 
reviews and positive reaction from around the world.  
Following the initial success the band completed a US tour in the fall of 2013 and followed it up with the release of “The Eyes Of 
Medusa” in 2014 on Golden Core/ZYX and again received great press and accolades from fans and press worldwide.  
2015 saw Kill Ritual recruiting vocalist David Reed Watson (Rage of Angels, Electric Messiah) to record their new CD “Karma 
Machine” after the departure of original vocalist Josh Gibson and ushered in a new direction and focus to the bands already 
expansive sound.  
The band followed the release with a full US tour in 2016 and European tour with NWOBHM legends Raven in June 2017. 2018 
again sees the band releasing their new CD “All Men Shall Fall” through Dissonance Productions with yet another new slew of 
touring hence bringing their definition of metal to the masses… 
 
MAJESTIC RYTE - Same (NEW*LIM.500*US PROG/POWER METAL *88*F.WARNING*ENCHANTER) - 14 € 
Cult Metal Classics 2018 - Lim. 500 - US Prog Power Metal from 1988 for Fans of Fates Warning, Lethal or Enchanter !  
Hailing from New York, MAJESTIC RYTE have become through the years an underground legend. The band started in the mid 80's 
and recorded a 5 song album loaded with powerful U.S. heavy / power metal with vocals reminiscent of early FATES WARNING 
and epic lyrics about warlords, dragons and battles. Their only same-titled album came out in 1988 as a limited edition cassette 
EP and thanks to the internet it gained a cult following mostly due to its superb quality and also because it was not easy to find 
and therefore the band members were unknown for quite some time. After a 4-year quest to locate all original band members 
and negotiate a deal with them, we're in the pleasant position to announce a reissue of their classic album for the first time on 
CD, featuring killer remastered sound, fat booklet with band story, lyrics and photos of the band. If you're not familiar with the 
band, be prepared for an unrelentless sonic assault and some of the best heavy/power/epic metal the 80's had to offer! 
 
MAJOR DENIAL - Duchess Of Sufferings (NEW*GRE PROG/POWER METAL*F.WARNING*WARDRUM) - 13 € 
GRE Private Press 2017 - Limited  6-panel DIGIPACK, 12-pages booklet! 
For Fans of Fates Warning Parallels/Inside Out era, Symphony X, old good Dream Theater with fantastic vocals of the Wardrum 
singer ! 
MAJOR DENIAL is a melodic-progressive metal project from Greece founded by Nektarios Ntagkas and Ahilleas Diamantis in the 
summer of 2013. 
Nektarios vision was to express himself by composing his ideas out of the guitar lessons with his tutor Achilleas Diamantis. 
Panagiotis Haramis (bass) joined them after a while. 



Nektarios started writing songs in a short period of time and that period he contacted Mark Zonder (Warlord, ex. fates Warning) 
to play the drums on the first song (No Sunrise). He contacted also Yannis Papadopoulos (Wardrum, Beast In Black, ex. Until 
Rain) to sing the song. On February 2014 they presented the first lyric video for the song, followed by a second lyric video (Never 
Neverland) on April 2014. They decided to release an EP, but, Yannis Papadopoulos could not continue because of his schedule. 
‘’Minor Ways’’ EP, released January 2015 with two more songs, ‘’A Man’’ with Stratris Steele (Endomain) on the vocals and ‘’I 
Am The Shadow’’ by Denny Anthony (Signs Of Reing), proposed by Mark Zonder. Minor Ways released also on Vinyl, special 
edition of 525 hand numbered copies. 
They decided to continue after a long period and wrote songs for a full album. They contacted Kostas Milonas (Sunburst, Foray 
Between The Ocean) to join the project on the drums and Yannis Papadopoulos recorded the vocals as a guest.  
Lisette van den Berg (Scarlet Stories, Ruud Jolie, she sang and played the character ‘The Data Chamber’ in the rock opera 
videogame Karmaflow, features on albums by Soulburn, Cirrha Niva and Ayreon’s “The Source”. Lisette was part of Ayreon’s 
Theater Equation as choir member and understudy for Irene “Passion” Jansen, and was invited by Arjen Lucassen to participate 
at the Ayreon Universe shows in September 2017 participates on one song as special guest). 
Their sound influences cover a very wide range of melodies, riffs, groovy rhythm section and beautiful vocals. 
Their first full album is called ‘’Duchess Of Sufferings’’ and is mixed and mastered by Daniel Cardoso [Anneke Van Giersbergen, 
Anathema]. 
 
MEPHISTO - Mephisto (NEW*LIM.500*HMC #39*GER POWER/SPEED METAL CLASSIC*ATTACKER) - 14 € 
Pure Steel Records / Karthago Records 2018 - Power/Speed Metal from Germany, 2018 Rerelease, lim. to 500 copies, with 6 
Bonustracks, certificate, gray tray, hologram 
Heavy Metal Classics #39 ! Originally released 1988 on Miracle Records 
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Attacker, Judas Priest, early Blind Guardian / Helloween Mercyful Fate, Angel Witch 
 
NEPTUNE - Land Of Northern (NEW*LIM.500*SWE EPIC METAL 1984*HEAVY LOAD*MANOWAR) - 14 € 
Cult Metal Classics 2018 - Brandnew SWE All time fave Epic Heavy Metal Killer - Limited to 500 copies.   
NEPTUNE need no special introduction. Widely considered by most heavy metal gurus as one of the best unsigned Epic Metal 
bands from Sweden in the 80's, they were active between 1984 - 1987.  
With an image and song writing style like a cross between IRON MAIDEN, HEAVY LOAD and MANOWAR, the band penned some 
great classic heavy metal tunes and managed to gain a cult status among demo collectors and underground metal fans around 
the globe. 
This CD version comes in a fantastic 16 page limited special edition, featuring remastered sound, song lyrics, band photos, story 
and original fantasy cover artwork. 
MAJOR WARNING! This is not just another Swedish metal band. This is KILLER majestic Swedish steel that deserves a place up 
there with the best. Forever HAIL!!! 
 
OLD WOLF - Faustian Mass (NEW*US EPIC METAL*E.CHAMPION*VISIGOTH*ARGUS) - 14 € 
Divebomb Records 2018 - Brandnew US Epic Metal Killer for Fans of: ETERNAL CHAMPION, VISIGOTH, ATLANTEAN KODEX & 
ARGUS 
Somerset, KY's OLD WOLF began as a drunken conversation in February of 2014 during a night full of debauchery and 
headbanging. Solidifying its first lineup by the summer of 2015, the old school power metal aficionados were well-prepared to 
act as crusaders for the New Wave of Traditional Heavy Metal. Hitting the scene with a three-song cassette/CD demo in late-
2015, the band worked to establish a live presence over the course of the following year, at which point the demo was picked up 
amidst the premiere edition of the Divebomb Records Masters of Metal compilation series. Work on new material ensued, but 
progress hit a snag and OLD WOLF set upon a six-month hiatus to refine its ranks later in 2016. 
Back in the studio by March of 2017 with a new lineup comprised of guitarists Jake Wilson and Jerome Peters, Jason Norfleet on 
drums, bassist Josh Campbell, and vocalist Rick Langford, OLD WOLF set out to finally complete their 10-song debut full-length, 
Faustian Mass, through a continuing collaboration with Divebomb Records. Produced by OLD WOLF alongside engineer Scott 
Briggs at Velocity Studios in Cave City, KY, the album strives to shred faces through even more neck-breaking riffs than before. 
With Faustian Mass, OLD WOLF is sure to inspire fans of any number of classic acts from the U.K., Europe, and the U.S. alike with 
their fist-raising brand of classic metal anthems, and are out to prove once and for all that true heavy metal will never die... 
 
OVERHEAT - Fight To The Finish (NEW*SWE HARD ROCK '87*OVERDRIVE*SILVER MOUNTAIN) - 14 € 
Cult Metal Classics 2018 - Lim. 500 -  Killer SWE Hard Rock/Heavy Metal with Janne Stark (Overdrive) - originally 1987 !  
Janne Stark needs no special introduction. Having penned the three volumes of Swedish Hard Rock and Metal Encyclopedia and 
being active in the music scene of Sweden since the 70's through various bands (PARADIZE, OVERDRIVE, OVERHEAT, 
LOCOMOTIVE BREATH, GRAND DESIGN, MOUNTAIN OF POWER etc etc), the reissue of his best 80's works on vinyl and CD is a 
reason for every dedicated metalhead to start celebrating. 
OVERHEAT reissue will feature remastered sound from the original master tapes, detailed band story, lyrics, bonus songs and 
killer 80's photos. Amazing hard rock / heavy metal music, with elements from both British heavy metal and Swedish heavy 
metal coupled with unique elements that derive from Janne's rich musical background. 
 
RANSOM - Soul Asylum (NEW*LIM.300*25th Anniversary*US WHITE METAL/HARD ROCK*LITA FORD) - 14 € 



Roxx Productions 2017 - Classic Christian female fronted Hard rockers Ransom are up next to receive a very special Limited 
Edition remaster and reissue from Roxx Records as we celebrate the 25th anniversary of the bands second and final album ‘Soul 
Asylum’ -  in the vein of Lita Ford, The Runaways ! 
This very special remaster will be extremely limited to only 300 pieces on CD format only. Each CD will come with a special hand 
numbered CD insert, packaged in a jewel case with an 8 page booklet with lyrics and some special liner notes from Ransom 
bassist Michael Preciado. 
Ransom burst on to the Christian music scene in 1990 featuring the fiery female fronted vocals of Lisa Faxon, the amazing guitar 
work of Tony Ortiz and the beautiful bass sounds of Michael Preciado as the core members of Ransom. In a male dominated 
world of hard rock and metal bands, Lisa would rise above bringing the polished vocal sounds of Ransom to the forefront of the 
Christian rock world throughout the early 90’s. 
Releasing their self-titled debut album in 1991 on Intense Records the band was ready to take the Christian rock world by storm. 
Hot on the heels of this critically acclaimed release the band began working immediately on their sophomore follow up release. 
In 1992 the band would release ‘Soul Asylum’ again receiving accolades and critical acclaim throughout the industry. Alas the 
turn of the hard rock and metal community was upon them with grunge starting to overturn the hard rock world in the early 
90’s and this would ultimately be the final release from Ransom. 
Soul Asylum was a masterpiece of an album being produced by Lanny Cordola , who also played on several tracks and handled 
some of the writing duties, as well as a very special guest appearance from Oz Fox of Stryper. The original pressing of this album 
has been long out of print and tough to find for fans. Copies of the original CD are scarce and the album is definitely in need of a 
remaster to bring it up to today’s standards and volume levels. 
This year marks the 25th anniversary of Soul Asylum and Roxx Records is set to help breath some new life in to this very special 
hard rock release. Soul Asylum has been completely remastered by Rob Colwell (Bombworks) and the artwork and layout has 
been updated and refined by Scott Waters (No Life Til Metal) 
 
REVERENCE - Foreverence (NEW*US METAL EP*SAVATAGE*LAST VISION BLACK*C.GLORY) - 10 € 
Razar Ice Records 2017 -  Brandnew EP from this US Metal Killer with EX - members of Savatage, Avatar, FireWölfe, Metal 
Church, Crimson Glory or Tokyo Blade ! Silver pressed CD, sealed in Cardpak ! 
Foreverence is a tribute to their former guitarist Pete Rossi, who passed away unexpectedly last March. 
The most important ist hat they have a new Singer -  Todd Michael Hall has left the Band and believe me or not -  the new one is 
as good as Todd, maybe the better choice after Todd is so much well known with his work in RIOT: 
Scott Oliva (WIND WRAITH, LAST VISION BLACK, OCEANS OF NIGHT, INNER STRENGTH 
For Fans of early Savatage, Metal Church, Riot or Crimson Glory 
 
ROBESPIERRE - Garden of Hell (NEW*NWOBHM*DEBUT ALBUM) - 14 € 
SHADOW KINGDOM RECORDS 2017 - LONG-awaited debut album of ROBESPIERRE, Garden of Hell. A cult name among 
NWOBHM diehards, ROBESPIERRE were actually active during the original NWOBHM movement, recording two demos in 1983 
that remained unreleased or circulated only among close contacts. Those two demos were released in 2011 as the Die You 
Heathen, Die! compilation, introducing the Liverpool band to a whole new generation lusting for vintage heavy metal sounds.  
However, ROBESPIERRE never recorded a proper debut album - until now!    
 
SACRED LEATHER - Ultimate Force (NEW*US METAL*RAM*JUDAS PRIEST*ENFORCER) - 14 € 
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Bradnew traditional US Metal for Fans of JUDAS PRIEST, SAXON, HEAVY LOAD, RAM or ENFORCER 
While time travel is merely a figment of the imagination, Sacred Leathers brand of steely, raucous and pure metal straight out of 
1983, is not. Brandishing leather and chains, rafter-reaching vocals and scorching solos, Sacred Leather represent heavy metal in 
its truest form on their first full-length album and debut Cruz Del Sur Music release, Ultimate Force. The product of five metal 
banshees from the midwestern portion of the United States, Sacred Leather has spent the better part of their existence fine-
tuning their live presentation while releasing a series of singles and splits in preparation for Ultimate Force. Written over the 
course of two years, Ultimate Force was recorded during the fall of 2017 at Earth Analog Studios in Tolono, Illinois, with 
additional sessions taking place at Beware Sounds and Clandestine Arts Recording in Indianapolis, Indiana. Mixing and mastering 
was handled by Sacred Leather lead guitarist Carloff Blitz at Clandestine Arts Recording shortly thereafter. 
 
SALEM – Attrition (NEW*NWOBHM*4th ALBUM*SAXON*DEMON*MAGNUM) - 14 € 
Dissonance Records 2018 - Brand new studio album from NWOBHM legends SALEM! Digipak Edition 
For Fans of Saxon, Demon, Magnum,  
Salem is a heavy metal band hailing from Hull, England. They were formed in 1979 following the split of the new wave of British 
heavy metal band Ethel The Frog.  
This is the  bands 3rd album titled "Attrition". The album was recorded at Hairy Monster Studios in Hull. Developing from the up-
beat theme of "Forgotten Dreams" (2013) and the more reflective mood of "Dark Days" (2016), lead guitarist Paul Macnamara 
described the third studio as a little "edgier", but with the same Salem heavy and melodic approach.    
 
SAVAGE MACHINE - Abandon Earth (NEW*DK HEAVY/POWER METAL*ICED EARTH*METAL CHURCH) - 14 € 
DK Private Press 2018 -  Brandnew follow up Album from Denmarks Metal Elite again with the finest in Heavy / Power Metal at 
all ! Digipak Edition ! 
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Iced Earth, Metal Church, Demons + Wizards, Scanner 



 
SCARS OF ARMAGEDDON - Dead End (NEW*US METAL PRIVATE PR.*ICED EARTH*TESTAMENT) - 14 € 
US Private Press 2017 - Brandnew US Metal Killer -  am mix of Power + Thrash Metal with Ripper Owens - like Vocals ! 
For Fans of Iced Earth, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Testament 
 
SEASONS OF THE WOLF - Last Act Of Defiance (NEW*US METAL*SAVATAGE*REVEREND*MANILLA ROAD) - 13 € 
Pure Steel Records 2018  Brandnew 5th Album and it is Classic epic and obscure US-Metal again with David Wayne like Vocals - 
Killer stuff ! 
For Fans of Savatage, Metal Church, King Diamond, Brocas Helm or Manilla Road 
 
SPARTAN WARRIOR - Hell To Pay (NEW*NWOBHM COMEBACK*SAXON*PRIEST*ANGEL WITCH) - 13 € 
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew great Comeback Album from these NWOBHM Heroes around the Wilkinson Brothers and it 
is classic British Steel again ! 
8,5 from 10 at powermetal.de 
For Fans of Saxon, Judas Priest or Angel Witch 
 
STORMTHRASH - Systematic Annihilation (NEW*LIM.300*THRASH METAL*DARK ANGEL*SODOM*SLAYER) - 13 € 
Ragnarök Records 2018 - Brandnew Thrash Metal Killer -Limited Edition of 300 copies only ! 
Stormthrash is born in late 2006 in Caracas, Venezuela by Argenis Betancourt (Drums), Luis Fuentes (Guitar), Walvin Brito (Voice) 
and Hendifer Castillo (Bass) and heavily influenced by old school Thrash Metal bands like Dark Angel, Sodom, Destruction, Slayer 
Appearing for the first time on stage in 2009 with a new line up – joined by Darío Guillen (Bass), Adrian Sanchez (Guitar) and 
Alejandro Florez (Voice) - and editing their first demo in 2010 entitled "War, Death and Terror”. 
 In 2012 the band publishes the first EP "Stormthrash", consisting of 6 tracks of old school-thrash metal, Stormthrash gaines a lot 
of attention from the Venezuelan public and wider Latin America. Also in 2012 Stormthrash is invited to play the most important 
national festival called "Gillmanfest" where they share the stage with great national and international bands like Destruction 
(Thrash Metal; Germany), Tren Loco (Heavy Metal; Argentina) and the Gillman Band (Heavy Metal; Venezuela). 
Since 2013 Stormthrash features a new and ultimate lineup with Adolfo Llovera (Lead Guitar), Alejandro Florez (Voice), Argenis 
Betancourt (Drums), Dario Guillen (Bass) and Luis Fuentes (Rhythm Guitar). 
With the first full length, "Systematic Annihilation", featuring 10 tracks of progressive Thrash Metal plus 2 older bonus tracks the 
band is ready and more than able to reach new limits in the world wide scene. 
•One of the very best thrash-newcomers from South America   
•10 songs plus 2 bonus tracks from the sold out 2012 EP 
•16 pages-booklet with artwork, pics & all lyrics 
•limited edition (300 copies) 
 
TAMARISK - Breaking The Chains (NEW*LIM.500*UK HARD/PROG ROCK*THUNDER*MAGNUM) - 14 € 
Cult Metal Classics 2018 - Lim. 500 - British Prog/Hard Rock /Melodic Metal Jewel !  
TAMARISK is one of the hidden gems of British hard rock and heavy metal. Featuring elements from great bands like MARILLION, 
MAGNUM and balancing between progressive, pomp hard rock and heavy metal. 
CMC had the opportunity to locate the frontman of the band and singer extraordinaire Andy Grant, who along with keyboard 
player Steve Leigh were members of another cult NWOBHM band, CHEMICAL ALICE and agreed to reissue their two classic 
demos, remastered from the original master tapes, on vinyl and CD, featuring bonus songs and a guest participation of the great 
Luke Morley of THUNDER fame. 
Make no mistake. This is not your typical hard rock band or another simply good band. This is godly music that is beyond genres. 
Get ready for a trip in time, at an era when music was made from the heart. HAIL! 
 
TAROT BEYOND  - Same (NEW*GER DEMO HEAVY METAL/HARD ROCK '90*SCORPIONS) - 14 € 
20th Century Music 2017 - Limited Edition of 500 copies only 
TAROT incl. Harry Amthor (EX-Forced Entry) on Vocals - released a fantastic classic German Hard Rock /Heavy Metal Demo in 
1990 with 4 Songs ! Now these tracks with 11 additional Bonus tracks have finally released ! 
For Fans of good old Scorpions, Forced Entry 
 
TRESPASS - Footprints in Rock (NEW*NWOBHM COMEBACK*T.LIZZY*J.PRIEST*A.WITCH) - 15 € 
Mighty Music 2018 -  Brandnew Comeback Album from these NWOBHM - Heroes -  their 3rd Album at all! Twin guitar 
Harmonies at its best lead into great Hooklines with memorable melodic and powerful Vocals and a pounding Riff and Rhythm 
Section ! 
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Thin Lizzy, Angel Witch, UFO, Judas Priest 
 
TYRRANICIDE - God Save The Scene DCD (NEW*US SPEEDCORE '87*CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER*ANGKOR WAT) - 19 € 
Divebomb Records 2018 - Brandnew Remastered Limited Edition of 500 copies only -  US Thrash Metal / Speedcore / Crossover 
Masterpiece from 1986 - 1992 with many Bonus Tracks + unreleased stuff ! 
FOR FANS OF: THE ACCUSED, DR. KNOW, NO MERCY & CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER 



TYRRANICIDE originally formed on Halloween of 1984 in Pleasanton, CA under the name of Mayhem. The group eventually 
solidified its lineup of guitarists/vocalists Jeff Hill and Tim Narducci, drummer Mike Serafin, and Ty Turner on bass before being 
rechristened TYRRANICIDE prior to recording their first demo in 1986. Existing on the fringe of the fabled Bay Area thrash 
scene's heyday, TYRRANICIDE rubbed elbows with everyone from future legends such as METALLICA and EXODUS, to second-
wave favorites like SACRILEGE B.C. and ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT. The band was initially adamant, however, that their thrashing 
attack not be pigeonholed as simply "speedcore" or "crossover," desiring instead for their inclusive attitude to welcome a range 
of different fans. 
After securing an appearance on the Metal Blade/Death Records Complete Death II compilation LP in 1987 alongside 
contemporaries from IMPULSE MANSLAUGHTER to ANGKOR WAT, TYRRANICIDE hit the studio in October of 1988 to track their 
lone full-length LP, God Save the Scene. Recorded for a mere $800 and self-released through Hill's own Whirling Dervish 
Records, the album would go on to become an influential force in the local scene with regard to the D.I.Y. ethic—and a cult 
classic, no less. 
In the years that followed—with new bassist Sean Kinnick in tow—TYRRANICIDE's final recording sessions were originally 
intended to comprise a second full-length. In the end, however, the darker and harder-hitting material yielded a pair of EP 
releases in 1992: a two-song 7" on French label Bad Card Records; and two more songs on a split 8" flexi with Liquid Courage. 
TYRRANICIDE would ultimately endure a few more lineup changes before finally throwing in the towel before the end of 1993. 
But now, nearly 25 years later, Divebomb Records is excited to announce this definitive double-CD reissue of God Save the 
Scene. The 27-song collection includes the full-length album itself, "Don't Label Me" from Complete Death II, 1986's Hiding 
Under White demo, plus the complete sessions from what would have been TYRRANICIDE's sophomore full-length—four songs 
of which have never before been released! Fully remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording, the set is rounded out by 
an extensive 24-page booklet loaded with photos, flyers, press clippings, and a retrospective interview with the band. 
 
VISIGOTH - Conqueror's Oath (NEW*US EPIC METAL KILLER*E.CHAMPION*A.KODEX*OMEN) - 14 € 
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandew US Epic Metal Killer and for sure one oft he best traditional Metal Albums of the year 2018 
! 
After their great Underground-breaking Debut EP "Final Spell" in 2010, their fantastic Debut "The Revenant King" in 2015 and 
their powerful Live Performance at the Keep It True Festival 2017 VISIGOTH is back with a bang ! 
Awesome Epic Hymns, razorsharp Riffs, melodic and melancholic Guitar Solos and a great Voice similar to Tony Taylor (EX - TTD, 
RIP) - Check out the great reviews worldwide ! 
For Fans of Eternal Champion, Omen, Atlantean Kodex, Iron Maiden, early Manowar, Grand Magus, Cirith Ungol, Brocas Helm, 
Manilla Road, Twisted Tower Dire 
 
VISIGOTH - Final Spell (NEW*LIM.ED.US METAL*OMEN*LIEGE LORD*ETERNAL CHAMPION) – 12 €  - BACK IN 
STOCK - 
Swords and Chains Records 2016 - Limited to just 1000 hand-numbered copies, and a one time pressing, comes in a jewel case 
with full lyrics and silver press disc! 
VISIGOTH is a young US band formed in 2010 in Salt Lake City. Claiming influences from Dio, Omen, Twisted Tower Dire and 
Atlantean Kodex, they have raised quite an interest in the metal community with their traditional, epic-tinged, no-frills heavy 
metal. 
For Fans of Omen, Argus, Judas Priest, old Manowar, Eternal Champion, Atlantean Kodex, Twisted Tower Dire 
 
VOJD - The Outer Ocean (NEW*SWE HARD ROCK*EX-BLACK TRIP*THIN LIZZY*HUMBUCKER) - 13 € 
High Roller Records 2018 - EX - Black Trip: With »Goin' Under« and »Shadowline« the Swedish band Black Trip had released two 
classic metal albums to great critical acclaim. So maybe we can call this also the 3rd Black Trip Album ! 
For Fans of Black Trip, Thin Lizzy, ROBERT PEHRSSON'S HUMBUCKER or NWOBHM 
 
WARFARE - Noise, Filth & Fury CD EP #14 (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC*VENOM*SPEED METAL) - 8 € 
Skol Records 2018 - Brandnew # 14 -  official CD replicas of the original NWoBHM singles.  
Cartoon sleeve, original artwork (front and back cover), dynamic old school mastering.  
Limited edition: only 500 copies worldwide. 
 
WARRIOR - Dead When It Comes to Love CD EP #15 (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC*LIM.500) - 8 € 
Skol Records 2018 - Brandnew # 15 -  official CD replicas of the original NWoBHM singles. 
Cartoon sleeve, original artwork (front and back cover), dynamic old school mastering. Limited edition: only 500 copies 
worldwide. 
 
WITCHHAVEN & MAZE OF TERROR - Death For Our Rivals (NEW*LIM.500*US THRASH/SA THRASH METAL) - 13 € 
Ragnarök Records 2018  -  Thrash Metal Killer with 2 of the best New Bands in this Genre -  one US Thrash (Witchhaven) + one 
South American Thrash Metal (Maze of Torment) ! 
With the split “Death For Our Rivals” Ragnarök presents a thrash metal-assault that was originally released in late 2017 by 
californian Nero One-records on tape only. As there has been a big demand to deliver this on CD, we are proud to announce the 
release of this masterpiece for the first time on compact disc. Witchaven (San Bernardino, California) and Maze Of Terror (Lima, 
Peru) are two of the most zealousy, agile and popular underground acts worldwide. 



Witchaven is an outcome of the Californian thrash metal-scene. Coming into existence in 2006 they are now veterans to the 
scene and are able to look back on more than a handful quality releases including three full length-albums. 
Maze Of Terror founded 2011 in Lima, Peru soon have been invading the world wide thrash metal scene with just very few 
releases, fulminating in the 2016-masterpiece “Ready To Kill”. 
If you are a true thrasher you have to nail “Death For Our Rivals”.     
•Featuring two of the hottest thrash acts from North & South America 
•8 pages-booklet with artwork, pics & lyrics 
•limited edition (500 copies) 
 
WRATHBLADE - God Οf Τhe Deep Unleashed (NEW*EPIC METAL*VISIGOTH*OMEN*SLOUGH FEG) - 14 € 
Eat Metal Records 2018 – Limited Edition of 500 copies Deluxe Digipak ! 
Fantastic new album from Greece – True Epic Metal for Fans of Slough Feg, Omen, Argus, Solstice, Visigoth or Eternal Champion 
! 
 
WRATHBLADE - God Οf Τhe Deep Unleashed (NEW*EPIC METAL*VISIGOTH*OMEN*SLOUGH FEG) - 13 € 
Eat Metal Records 2018 – Jewel Case Edition 
Fantastic new album from Greece – True Epic Metal for Fans of Slough Feg, Omen, Argus, Solstice, Visigoth or Eternal Champion 
! 
 

 
VINYL  
 
ANGEL WITCH - Seventies Tapes (NEW*LIM. VINYL*EARLY SONGS*NWOBHM CLASSICS) - 19 € 
Extermination Day Records 2018 - Limited  Edition - 'Seventies Tapes' is pressed on 180 gram vinyl and housed in a 300gsm 
reverse card sleeve with metallic silver print ! 
Released on the bands own imprint, Extermination Day Records, manufactured and marketed by Bad Omen Records, this is a 
heavyweight vinyl release of the cult demo tapes recorded by Angel Witch in 1978 & 1979, on various reel to reel recording 
devices across the attics and front rooms of their native South London.  
Comprises of the earliest, embryonic recordings of tracks such as 'White Witch', 'Baphomet' & 'Sorceress' which remain staples 
in the Angel Witch live cannon almost 40 years later, testament to the timeless song writing skills of, the then 18 year old, Kevin 
Heybourne. 
 
APOSTLE OF SOLITUDE - From Gold to Ash (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*US DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 18 € 
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Limited Edition of 350 copies in black vinyl, gatefold cover, download code, insert 
Traditional Doom Metal at its very best around EX - The Gates of Slumber Drummer Chuck Brown ! One of the best + most 
melancholic Doom Monster oft he last years ! 
For Fans of Candlemass, The Gates of Slumber, early Trouble 
 
APOSTLE OF SOLITUDE - From Gold to Ash (NEW*LIM.150 BRONZE VINYL*US DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 21 € 
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Limited Edition of 150 copies in Bronze vinyl, gatefold cover, download code, insert 
Traditional Doom Metal at its very best around EX - The Gates of Slumber Drummer Chuck Brown ! One of the best + most 
melancholic Doom Monster oft he last years ! 
For Fans of Candlemass, The Gates of Slumber, early Trouble 
 
ARROW - Diary Of A Soldier (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*SWE '86 MELODIC METAL*H.LOAD*220 VOLT) - 17 € 
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew fantastic Rerelease on Black Wax - Melodic Heavy Metal from Sweden, , lim. to 250 black 
copies, insert - hurry up before they are gone ! 
Originally released as 4 Track EP in 1986 on A.R.S. - now a big rarity with prices over 100 Euro - here released incl. 7 Bonus Tracks 
For Fans of Heavy Load, 220 Volt, Treat, the harder stuff of Europe 
 
ATTACKER  – Battle At Helms Deep (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*US SPEED METAL CLASSIC'85) – 18 € 
Eat Metal Records 2018 - Limited to 250 copies on Black Vinyl + Insert + a bonus track from the same recording session not 
available on the original album. 
All time fave - Top 100 US Speed Metal Killer -  a must have for every collector ! Originally released in 1985 ! 
 
ATTACKER  – Battle At Helms Deep (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*US SPEED METAL CLASSIC'88) – 18 € 
Eat Metal Records 2018 - Limited Reissue to 250 copies on Black Vinyl - Including 2 sided insert with photos & lyrics 
All time fave - Top 100 US Speed Metal Killer -  a must have for every collector ! Originally released in 1988 ! 
 
ATTACKER  – Soul Taker (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*US SPEED METAL CLASSIC'2004) – 18 € 
Eat Metal Records 2018 - Limited to 250 copies on Black Vinyl - Including 2 sided insert with photos & lyrics 
For the first time ever on Vinyl - 3rd Album from these US Metal Heroes - originally released in 2004 



 
AT WAR - Ordered to Kill (NEW*LIM.100 BLACK V.*US SPEED METAL CLASSIC) - 18 € 
High Roller Records 2017 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 100, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, lyric sheet, poster, bonus track 
"Fuckadafi", Original 1986 sound !!! Specially mastered for vinyl !!! 
 
AT WAR - Ordered to Kill (NEW*LIM.200 BLOODRED VINYL*US SPEED METAL CLASSIC) - 18 € 
High Roller Records 2017, - Limited Edition in transparent blood red vinyl, ltd 200, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, lyric sheet, 
poster, bonus track "Fuckadafi", Original 1986 sound !!! Specially mastered for vinyl !!! 
 
BLACKMAYNE -  Same (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM '85 RERELEASE) – 18 € 
Eat Metal Records 2018 - Limited to 250 copies on Black Vinyl - Including 2 sided insert with photos & lyrics 
Raw and heavy classic Heavy Metal with great melodies ! 
Great performance at BRO fest, the band is alive and kicking!!! Originally hailing from KENT - U.K. this was their only album 
released back in 1985 !!!! 
 
BLAZON STONE - Down in the Dark (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL/150 BLUE VINYL*4th ALBUM*RUNNING 
WILD*J.PRIEST*ROCKA ROLLAS) - 16 € black / 17 € blue 
Underground Power Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 Hand numbered Copies in Black Vinyl (350 copies) + BLUE Vinyl (150 
copies) + Insert!  
4th Album by the Swedish pirate horde, worshiping at the altar of the mighty Running Wild - back to their Debut Album in Port 
Royal - more Speed Metal again - yeah ! 
 
CHEVALIER / LEGIONNAIRE - Split 7" (NEW*LIM. 500 BLACK V.*FIN SPEED/HEAVY METAL) - 9 € 
Gates of Hell Records 2018 - Limited to 500 copies. 
Includes double-sided printed insert and comes with glossy sleeve. 
Chevalier is Classic NWOBHM influenced Speed/Heavy Metal with Female Vocals ! For Fans of Portrait, Satan's Fall, Savage 
Master, Satan's Hallow, ACID 
Legionnaire is a fantastic Newcomer from Finland - like a Mix of NWOBHM, 80's Speed Metal + Epic Metal ! For Fans of early Iron 
Maiden (DiAnno Era), Omen, Liege Lord, Brocas Helm, Angel Witch, The Lord Weird Slough Feg, early German power/speed 
metal. 
 
CROM - When Northmen Die (NEW*LIM.300 DLP BLACK V.*EPIC/VIKING METAL*BATHORY*MANOWAR) - 22 € 
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited DLP - German Epic/Viking Metal, 2017 Album now on Vinyl, lim. to 300 black 
copies, with 3 Bonustracks, insert 
For Fans of Falconer, early Manowar, Bathory, Moonsorrow 
Formed by ex Dark Fortress guitarist Walter ‘Crom’ Grosse, this is his namesake solo band with its inspiration unmistakably 
taken from Conan and musically Bathory and early Manowar. As such, if its epic warrior metal that you crave, then look no 
further as this is what Crom is all about. 
 
DAUTHA - Brethren of the Black Soil (NEW*LIM.300 YELLOW DLP*GRIFTEGARD*PROCESSION) – 24 € 
Van Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited double 180g yellow vinyl, gatefold cover, printed inner sleeves, ltd 300 - Epic Folk/Doom 
Metal Masterpiece from SWE ! 
The band around guitarist and composer Ola Blomkvist (Wardenclyffe, ex-Griftegård) already impressed with the demo ’Den 
Förste’ 
For Fans of Count Raven, Procession, Griftegard, Spiritus Mortis, Candlemass 
 
DEATHCULT - Cult of the Goat (NEW*LIM.100 GOLD VINYL*NOR BLACK METAL*GORGOROTH) - 30 € 
Soulseller Records 2018 - Limited to 100 copies in Gold Vinyl (sold out at the label),  Gatefold sleeve, 350 gsm matt carton with 
gold hot foil print,  16 page LP size booklet, full color on 150 gsm matt art paper 
Black Metal Masterpiece for Fans of Gorgoroth, Taake, Darkthrone 
Formed in the pits of Bergen, Norway DEATHCULT consists of Skagg (Gaahlskag, ex-Gorgoroth), Hoest (Taake) and Thurzur 
(Gaahlskagg, ex-Taake). 10 years after the release of the debut album it is now time to release album number two: “CULT OF 
THE GOAT”. 
“CULT OF THE GOAT” has been recorded and mixed in Grieghallen Studios and enginered by Eirik “Pytten” Hundvin. 
 
DEATHCULT - Cult of the Goat (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*NOR BLACK METAL*GORGOROTH) - 21 € 
Soulseller Records 2018 - Limited to 400 copies in Black Vinyl, Gatefold sleeve, 350 gsm matt carton with gold hot foil print,  16 
page LP size booklet, full color on 150 gsm matt art paper 
Black Metal Masterpiece for Fans of Gorgoroth, Taake, Darkthrone 
Formed in the pits of Bergen, Norway DEATHCULT consists of Skagg (Gaahlskag, ex-Gorgoroth), Hoest (Taake) and Thurzur 
(Gaahlskagg, ex-Taake). 10 years after the release of the debut album it is now time to release album number two: “CULT OF 
THE GOAT”. 
“CULT OF THE GOAT” has been recorded and mixed in Grieghallen Studios and enginered by Eirik “Pytten” Hundvin. 



 
DELIVERANCE - The Subversive Kind (NEW*LIM.150 RED VINYL*US WHITE THRASH/SPEED METAL KILLER) - 30 € 
Roxx Production 2018 - Brandnew Comeback Album - US White Thrash/Speed Metal Killer ! Limited Edition of 150 copies in RED 
Vinyl + Insert ! 
'The Subversive Kind' is a true return to form for thrash pioneers Deliverance, boasting 8 brand new tracks that truly bring that 
classic thrash sound back. The fans that have been requesting a 'Weapons part 2’ will be ecstatic with this new release and I'm 
going to go out on a limb and say that this new album is the bands 'Reign in Blood.' If you’re a fan of the first three albums, 
you’re going to want to jump out of your seat for this one! True to form, Deliverance has recorded in The Subversive Kind an old 
school thrash album complete with all the expected trimmings: unrelenting fast tempos, aggressive riffing, tenacious drumming, 
shredding guitar leads and middle register vocals of a terse and brusque variety. 
 
DELIVERANCE - The Subversive Kind (NEW* LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*US WHITE THRASH/SPEED METAL KILLER) - 25 € 
Roxx Production 2018 - Brandnew Comeback Album - US White Thrash/Speed Metal Killer ! Limited Edition of 250 copies in 
Black Vinyl + Insert ! 
'The Subversive Kind' is a true return to form for thrash pioneers Deliverance, boasting 8 brand new tracks that truly bring that 
classic thrash sound back. The fans that have been requesting a 'Weapons part 2’ will be ecstatic with this new release and I'm 
going to go out on a limb and say that this new album is the bands 'Reign in Blood.' If you’re a fan of the first three albums, 
you’re going to want to jump out of your seat for this one! True to form, Deliverance has recorded in The Subversive Kind an old 
school thrash album complete with all the expected trimmings: unrelenting fast tempos, aggressive riffing, tenacious drumming, 
shredding guitar leads and middle register vocals of a terse and brusque variety. 
 
DEVASTATIÖN - Drink with the Devil MLP (NEW*LIM.YELLOW V.*THRASH METAL*EVIL INVADERS) - 16 € 
Empire Records 2017 -  Limited Edition of 166 copies in YELLOW Vinyl + printed Innersleeves ! 
Thrash/Speed Metal Killer from Belgium for Fans of Evil Invaders or Distillator 
A sonic devastation! The sonorous breakdown! A blast that comes into your years and make you bang your heads all the way! 
That urge to mosh! I introduce you Devastatiön and ?Drink With The Devil.? A pure piece of how Metal can be of a pure 
destructive urge. Social criticism rocked by a sonic mass of angry Metal forces. ?Drink With The Devil? is only five tracked, but 
the pouding is enough to please. Devastatiön are a band with lots of hardcore influences. Right-in-the-face fast and furious 
music. The way Metal has to be. Devastatiön and ?Drink With The Devil? defy the speed of light to bring us the finest. Just listen 
to ?Reborn Through Fire? to check out how Devastatiön teach us a lesson of how speed can still prevail. Punk influences are 
clear not only on lirics, but also on the cadence of songs. The drumming goes from simple punk beats to modern double bass. 
?Society Will Die? has a kind of martial cadence that features all the anger that Devastatiön desire to show. ?Drink With The 
Devil? is an effort full of angry, no doubt about it. Hence, it?s the beauty of it. Anger is the driving force of Metal. My best shot 
here is the first track, ?Drink With The Devil.? I like the speed and the aggression. Killer guitar fast riffs in the best teutonic speed 
metal tradition. And the singer that sounds like an even angrier Accept?s Udo Dirkschneider. 
 
DEVASTATIÖN - Drink with the Devil MLP (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*THRASH METAL*EVIL INVADERS) - 15 € 
Empire Records 2017 -  Limited Edition of 166 copies in BLACK Vinyl + printed Innersleeves ! 
Thrash/Speed Metal Killer from Belgium for Fans of Evil Invaders or Distillator 
 
FREEWAYS - Cold Front 7"(NEW*LIM.200*CAN HARD ROCK*BÖC*T.LIZZY*UFO*TAROT) - 10 € 
Temple of Mystery Records 2018 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, insert, True Canadian classic heavy rock in the vein of 70`s 
giants like UFO, Budgie and Thin Lizzy. Three genuine tracks full of hooks and killer riffs! 
Outstanding Hard Rock from Canada. Freeways take influence from the hard sounds of the mid to late 1970s, showing a nod to 
bands like Thin Lizzy, UFO, and Blue Oyster Cult. However is is no tribute act, on Cold Front the band has already developed a 
strong sound of their own, and with a debut release this strong the band has a promising future! 
For Fans of UFO, TAROT, THIN LIZZY, BLUE ÖYSTER CULT 
 
HAUNT - Luminous Eyes MLP (NEW*LIM.BLUE/BLACK VINYL*US METAL*NIGHT DEMON*IRONFLAME) - 16 € 
SHADOW KINGDOM RECORDS 2018 - HAUNT's highly anticipated debut EP, Luminous Eyes. Limited Edition 12" MLP BLUE/Black 
Vinyl + Insert ! 
HAUNT is the work of modern renaissance man Trevor William Church. Son of Montrose bassist Bill Church, the California native 
has already come to prominence as the vocalist/guitarist of doom-lords Beastmaker, who've released two critically acclaimed 
albums on Rise Above. However, as HAUNT, Church goes solo and creates a bewitching brew of classic, turn-of-the-'80s heavy 
metal, drawing deeply from the momentous NWOBHM movement.  
A lot of great Guitar Harmonies over an classic 80's oldschool feeling and production ! 
For Fans of Angel Witch, DiAnno's Iron Maiden, Ironflame, Cauldron, Night Demon 
 
HEAVY LOAD - Stronger Than Evil (NEW*LIM.180 gr. BLACK VINYL + EXTRA CD 6 BONUS TRACKS) - 24 € 
No Remorse Records 2018 - Limited Official Rerelease in Black 180 gr. Vinyl + 12 Page Booklet + extra CD with 6 Bonus Tracks (4 
unreleased) ! Keep It True Headliner ! 
HEAVY LOAD is widely held as the band that started the whole Swedish Heavy Metal wave with their first album in 1978. In 
addition, they are regarded as the first Viking Metal band in the world. Heavy Load was founded in the depths of midwinter 



1974-75 by the two brothers Ragne Wahlquist (vocals, keyboard and guitar) and Styrbjörn Wahlquist (vocals and drums). The 
brothers’ vision has always been the core of what Heavy Load was all about. In 1978, HEAVY LOAD released their first album 
entitled “Full Speed at High Level”, and after expanding the line up with a second guitarist, they founded their own recording 
facility, the famous Thunderload Studios, along with their own label, Thunderload Records. On their own label, they released 
timeless HEAVY LOAD classics, such as: “Metal Conquest” (1981), “Death Or Glory “(1982) and “Stronger Than Evil” (1983). 
The reissue will contain 6 bonus tracks out of which 4 never have been available publicly before. LP-versions will contain very 
extensive booklets designed by the Wahlquist brothers themselves.  
The booklets will feature previously unpublished photos, as well as the band’s memories and ideas about the songs -  LP-booklet 
will be 12 pages in full LP-size. 
The reissue is remastered directly from the original analogue tapes by the Wahlquist Brothers and the LP version will be on 180 
gram vinyl, including the 6 bonus tracks in extra CD. 
 
HIROSHIMA - Taste of Death (NEW*LIM.200 RED V.*FIN HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*OZ*DOKKEN) - 22 € 
Svart Records 2018 - Gatefold jacket, red vinyl. 200 copies. Freshly mastered from the original tapes! Originally released in 1984 
on Kräk Records + rare as hell ! Strongly influenced by NWoBHM, they sound pretty much as a UK band - ferocious storm of 
melodic heavy metal with a dash of speed metal ! For Fans of NWOBHM, OZ until Dokken 
The history of Finnish Heavy Metal wasn’t all Sarcofagus and Oz in the 80’s. Stockholm-based Hiroshima may have had a Swedish 
vocalist, but the rest of the ranks were Finns, relocated to Stockholm like Hanoi Rocks. 
Guitarist brothers Kari Varonen and Ismo Waronen founded Hiroshima with Rape Pikanen, Jorma Uusitalo and Erkki Tallavaara in 
the infamous immigrant harbour of Flemingsberg, Stockholm, in 1982. At a couple of shows before the line-up stabilised, the 
band used the title Alwari-X, because before relocating to Sweden, Rape Pikanen had been drumming for the first Finnish glam 
rock band Alwari Tuohitorvi. After trying out a few bass players, the group hired Jouko Kinnunen as the band’s permanent low 
frequency specialist. Singer Tony Hedin, the band’s only Swedish member, joined the ranks during the same year. The band 
recorded an eight-song demo in eight hours at Stockholm’s Decibel Studio in 1983. The demo, on which the line-up was already 
the same as on Taste of Death, led to a recording contract. 
Thanks to playing shows and gaining recording experience in the studio, the band 
swiftly transformed into a hard rock force to be reckoned with. At this point the set list 
was already built upon original material. The band scored a recording contract in 1984 with Finnlevy, and things were looking up 
to this young Scandinavian quintet. The same year they put out their debut, Taste of Death, which was a memorable blast of 
heavy metal and featured the Finnish guitar legend Albert Järvinen on one of the tracks. 
However, fame and fortune passed the band by, and Taste of Death remained their only record. As years passed, collectors, 
heavy metal fanatics and cultists found this little gem of a metal album. Svart Records are happy to reissue it, this LP release 
being the first time in 33 years it’s being brought back from the grave. 
 
HIROSHIMA - Taste of Death (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*FIN HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*OZ*DOKKEN) - 21 € 
Svart Records 2018 - Gatefold jacket, Black vinyl. 300 copies. Freshly mastered from the original tapes! Originally released in 
1984 on Kräk Records + rare as hell ! Strongly influenced by NWoBHM, they sound pretty much as a UK band - ferocious storm of 
melodic heavy metal with a dash of speed metal ! For Fans of NWOBHM, OZ until Dokken 
 
HOWLING SYCAMORE -  Same (NEW*LIM.SILVER VINYL*PROG METAL*JASON McMASTER*WATCHTOWER) - 22 € 
Prosthetic Records 2018 -  US-Direct Import - Limited Edition in Silver Vinyl +  Insert ! US Prog Metal Killer incl. Jason McMaster 
(Watchtower, Dangerous Toys) on Vocals ! 
For Fans of Mix between Watchtower, Dream Theater, Iron Maiden, Thin Lizzy 
10/10 at powermetal.de 
9/10 at streetclip.tv 
Davide Tiso (Ephel Duath, Gospel Of The Witches), has announced the formation and signing of extreme progressive metal 
outfit, Howling Sycamore, to Prosthetic Records. 
Tiso elaborates, "Howling Sycamore was born from the stubborn idea of melting together different styles of heavy music into 
something powerful, sincere and with a strong identity. I wanted to mix extreme metal drumming, layered down-tuned guitars 
and old school prog metal singing. I'm so grateful that these amazing musicians helped shape the album into the beautiful 
weirdness that it became." 
The musicians he speaks of are none other than former Watchtower and Dangerous Toys singer, Jason McMaster and drumming 
sensation, Hannes Grossmann (BLOTTED SCIENCE, Necrophagist, Obscura). 
 
JOIN THE DEAD - Armed for Battle 7" (NEW*LIM.150 COPIES*US WHITE THRASH METAL*DELIVERANCE*ULTIMATUM) - 14 € 
Roxx Productions 2018 - LIMITED EDITION 7" - 150 Piece Pressing each hand numbered + will also come with a special digital 
download of these tracks. This 7" is only limited to 150 hand numbered copies and will NOT be pressed again. 
Thrash fans unite for this very limited pressing of the very last recording from Bay area thrashers Join The Dead. The band has 
officially called it a day, but before they did they recorded one last tune!  
Walking in Darkness was recorded and was supposed to be a track on the next album from Join The Dead, but that never came 
to be. The track was shelved until a worthy cause came up when the band donated the track to the Metal Pulse Radio tribute to 
Dale Huffman. Outside of that first appearance it has never been officially released until now.  



This thrash tune was just to good to go unnoticed so we decided to put it out on a special Limited Edition 7" single. This is in fact 
the very first 7" record ever for Roxx Records and also No Life til Metal Records.  
We decided to make it extra special and on side B of this 7" there are 2 additional RARE tracks. The first track is a previously 
unreleased version of a Deliverance cover song entitled 'What a Joke'. The second track is another Deliverance cover song for 
the track 'It's The Beat' originally released on the 2009 Michael Phillips solo album 'Mirrors within Mirrors'. Both of these very 
cool cover tunes feature Michael Phillips on guitars/bass, Jim Chaffin on drums and Scott Waters on vocals. 
This 7" is only limited to 150 hand numbered copies and will NOT be pressed again. 
 
LUCIFER'S HAMMER - Victory Is Mine (NEW*LIM.WHITE VINYL*US METAL/NWOBHM*C.HOOF*LEGEND) - 16 € 
Shadow Kingdom Records 2017 - Limited Edition 12" EP in White Vinyl + Insert ! 
After their highly acclaimed "Night Sacrifice (Demo MMXIII)" + their debut full-length "Beyond the Omens" in 2016 here is the 
brandnew fantastic EP from these traditional Metal Trio from CHILE with a Mix between epic US Metal + NWOBHM ! 
Melody, speed and production are in perfect balance here. Lucifer’s Hammer’s Victory is Mine is a hypnotic little masterpiece of 
pure, guitar-infused metal. 
For Fans of CLOVEN HOOF, LEGEND, SALEM’S WYCH, GRIFFIN, HEATHEN’S RAGE, DAMIEN THORNE, IRON MAIDEN, 80’s JUDAS 
PRIEST, WARLORD, OMEN 
 
MERCYFUL FATE - Satanic Rites (NEW*LIM.150 COL VINYL*LIVE AT HEAVY SOUND 1984) - 24 € 
Cult Legend Records 2018 -  Live at Heavy Sound Festival in Poperinge on 10th of June 1984 ! The Sound quality is a 7/10 ! 
Limited Edition of 150 copies in colored Vinyl ! 
The legendary Festival Gig together with Metallica, H-Bomb, Twisted Sister, Motörhead, Faithful Breath, Baron Rojo + Lita Ford 
 
METALIAN - Midnight Rider (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*CAN POWER METAL*J.PRIEST) - 16 € 
Underground Power Records 2018 - Limited Edition in Black Vinyl (350 copies)  
Finally - the brandnew Album of CAN finest in classic 80's Heavy/Speed Metal is released on Vinyl ! 
Remember their awesome Gig at the Keep It True Festival ? This is maybe the classic Heavy Metal Highlight of 2018! 
Again you can await old school metal and a mixture between speedy NWOBHM stuff and 80ies Heavy Metal with shredding 
guitars and a powerful, melodic voice incl. high pitched screams !  
 For Fans of Abattoir, Jaguar, Raven, Judas Priest (Painkiller - Era), Iron Maiden, early Running Wild 
8,5 from 10 Points in Rock Hard Magazine + 8,5 from 10 Points at streetclip.tv 
 
NEMESIS - Atrocity Unleashed (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*US SPEED/THRASH METAL*AGENT STEEL*VIO-LENCE*EXUMER) - 
24 € 
EBM records 2018 - US Speed/Thrash Metal Killer  - Brandnew Mexico Import - 47th offering of the "Thrash is Back" Series. US 
Speed/Thrash Metal Killer 
Limited Edition of 300 copies only - Black Vinyl + Insert 
For Fans of Vio-lence, Agent Steel, early Exumer, Nasty Savage 
Formed in 2008 under the short lived name, "Ravage"; Nemesis quickily entered the Charlotte scene with their unique raw, and 
fast style of thrash. Combining elements of bands like Exumer and Vio-lence with clean, high vocals in the vein of Nasty Savage 
and Agent Steel with "80's b-horror/sci-fi" themed lyrics. Of all the metal bands of the current "Thrash Metal revival", Nemesis is 
at the very top in terms of uniqueness, crazy riffs and lyrics, and mixing bizarre melodies with brutal heaviness. 
In 2013 the band suffered a two year hiatus before being able to release their debut album. Things seemed quiet until 2015 
when the band returned with a vengeance. Nemesis is back and ready to bring thrash metal to the masses! !. 
Nemesis is one of a kind; Fast, heavy, slime-covered, vomit spewing, chainsaw dismembering THRASH!!!. 
 
OLD MOTHER HELL - Same (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*DOOM/EPIC/HEAVY METAL KILLER*ARGUS*VISIGOTH*SOLSTICE) - 18 € 
Cruz del Sur Records 2018 - Brandnew Epic/Doom/Heavy Metal Killer from Germany for Fans of Argus, Doomsword, Solstice, 
Visigoth 
Limited Edition in Black Vinyl + Insert + Download Code 
Powerful. Vigorous. High-octane. Old Mother Hell are pure energy. Unstoppable like a battering ram. Merciless like a 
steamroller. Ursine strength combined with melody. 
 
SAMMAL - Suuliekki 7" (NEW*LIM.300*HEAVY/PROG ROCK*EXCLUSIVE NEW SONGS) – 8 € 
Svart Records 2018 - Limited edition of 300 copies only! For Fans of Uriah Heep, Vangelis, Moody Blues, Black Sabbath, Deep 
Purple 
Sammal’s first ever 7 inch single features two tracks not available anywhere else. Side A has an early version of the title track of 
their new album, Suuliekki. This track was originally sent as a demo for Finnish vocalist Pepe Willberg, but the co-operation 
never happened. The flipside track was written specifically for this 7″. 
 
SACRED LEATHER - Ultimate Force (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*US METAL*RAM*J.PRIEST) - 18 € 
Cruz Del Sur 2018 -  Bradnew traditional US Metal for Fans of JUDAS PRIEST, SAXON, HEAVY LOAD, RAM or ENFORCER 
Limited Edition of 350 copies in black vinyl, download code, insert ! 



While time travel is merely a figment of the imagination, Sacred Leathers brand of steely, raucous and pure metal straight out of 
1983, is not. Brandishing leather and chains, rafter-reaching vocals and scorching solos, Sacred Leather represent heavy metal in 
its truest form on their first full-length album and debut Cruz Del Sur Music release, Ultimate Force. The product of five metal 
banshees from the midwestern portion of the United States, Sacred Leather has spent the better part of their existence fine-
tuning their live presentation while releasing a series of singles and splits in preparation for Ultimate Force. Written over the 
course of two years, Ultimate Force was recorded during the fall of 2017 at Earth Analog Studios in Tolono, Illinois, with 
additional sessions taking place at Beware Sounds and Clandestine Arts Recording in Indianapolis, Indiana. Mixing and mastering 
was handled by Sacred Leather lead guitarist Carloff Blitz at Clandestine Arts Recording shortly thereafter. 
 
SACRED LEATHER - Ultimate Force (NEW*LIM.150 OXBLOOD V.*US METAL*RAM*J.PRIEST) - 21 € 
Cruz Del Sur 2018 -  Bradnew traditional US Metal for Fans of JUDAS PRIEST, SAXON, HEAVY LOAD, RAM or ENFORCER 
Limited Edition in oxblood vinyl, ltd 150, download code, insert 
While time travel is merely a figment of the imagination, Sacred Leathers brand of steely, raucous and pure metal straight out of 
1983, is not. Brandishing leather and chains, rafter-reaching vocals and scorching solos, Sacred Leather represent heavy metal in 
its truest form on their first full-length album and debut Cruz Del Sur Music release, Ultimate Force. The product of five metal 
banshees from the midwestern portion of the United States, Sacred Leather has spent the better part of their existence fine-
tuning their live presentation while releasing a series of singles and splits in preparation for Ultimate Force. Written over the 
course of two years, Ultimate Force was recorded during the fall of 2017 at Earth Analog Studios in Tolono, Illinois, with 
additional sessions taking place at Beware Sounds and Clandestine Arts Recording in Indianapolis, Indiana. Mixing and mastering 
was handled by Sacred Leather lead guitarist Carloff Blitz at Clandestine Arts Recording shortly thereafter. 
 
TANITH - Citadel 7" (NEW*US METAL/HARD ROCK*RUSS TIPPINS/SATAN*WYTCH HAZEL*BÖC) - 12 € 
US Private Press 2018 - US Direct Import - Tanith is a new four piece band based in Brooklyn NY, featuring Satan guitarist Russ 
Tippins on vocals and guitar. 
For Fans of Wytch Hazel, Iron Maiden, Winterhawk, Demon, Ashbury, Wishbone Ash, BÖC, Night Demon 
Two  singers - male and female Vocals - and twin guitars we play old-school heavy rock influenced by the sounds and imagery of 
the 1970s such as BOC, Wishbone Ash and Uriah Heep,” says the band. 
Band 
Cindy Maynard – Bass, Vocals 
Charles Newton – Guitars 
Keith Robinson – Drums 
Russ Tippins – Guitar, Vocals 
 
TENSION – Same MLP (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*GER METAL*OSTROGOTH*ATLAIN*STEELER) - 14 € 
Dying Victims Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 400 copies on black wax, incl. Insert, Poster, Sticker and Download Code. 
Classic 80's sounding Heavy/Speed Metal /NWOBHM for Fans of Ostrogoth, Angel Witch, Steeler, Atlain 
These newcomers are gonna blow you away! The first four songs they have ever recorded are awesome hard rocking heavy 
metal with intriguing and sometimes slightly melancholic vocals. Each and every track will get stuck in your head immediately. 
 
TRANSILVANIA - The Night of Nights LP (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*BLACK METAL*DISSECTION) - 16 € 
Into Dungeons Records 2018 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 350, insert 
Austrias answer to Dissection ! 
 
TRESPASS - Footprints in Rock (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*NWOBHM COMEBACK*T.LIZZY*J.PRIEST*A.WITCH) - 22 € 
Mighty Music 2018 -  Limited black vinyl, printed inner sleeve, download code 
Brandnew Comeback Album from these NWOBHM - Heroes -  their 3rd Album at all! Twin guitar Harmonies at its best lead into 
great Hooklines with memorable melodic and powerful Vocals and a pounding Riff and Rhythm Section ! 
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Thin Lizzy, Angel Witch, UFO, Judas Priest 
 
UNEARTHED ELF - Into the Catacomb Abyss (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK VINYL/100 RED VINYL*US EPIC/DOOM/POWER 
METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 16 € black / 17 € Red 
Underground Power Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 300 Hand numbered Copies in Black Vinyl (200 copies) + RED Vinyl (100 
copies) + Insert + Download Code !  
Fantastic US Epic / Doom / Power Metal for Fans of Candlemass, Sorcerer, epic Bathory (with clean Vocals), Beyond Twilight or 
Veni Domine ! Awesome Riff Massacre with Tate/Dio like Vocals ! 
8,5 from 10 Points at streetclip.tv by Michael Haifl 
 
VISIGOTH - Conqueror's Oath (NEW*LIM.180gr. BLACK V.*US EPIC METAL KILLER*E.CHAMPION*A.KODEX*OMEN) - 18 € 
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandew US Epic Metal Killer and for sure one oft he best traditional Metal Albums of the year 2018 
! 
Limited Edition in 180gr. Black Vinyl ! 
After their great Underground-breaking Debut EP "Final Spell" in 2010, their fantastic Debut "The Revenant King" in 2015 and 
their powerful Live Performance at the Keep It True Festival 2017 VISIGOTH is back with a bang ! 



Awesome Epic Hymns, razorsharp Riffs, melodic and melancholic Guitar Solos and a great Voice similar to Tony Taylor (EX - TTD, 
RIP) - Check out the great reviews worldwide ! 
For Fans of Eternal Champion, Omen, Atlantean Kodex, Iron Maiden, early Manowar, Grand Magus, Cirith Ungol, Brocas Helm, 
Manilla Road, Twisted Tower Dire 
 
VISIGOTH - Conqueror's Oath (NEW*LIM.200 SKYBLUE V.*US EPIC METAL KILLER*E.CHAMPION*A.KODEX*OMEN) - 22 € 
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandew US Epic Metal Killer and for sure one oft he best traditional Metal Albums of the year 2018 
! 
Limited Edition of 200 copies only worldwide in SkyBlue-marbled Vinyl! 
 
VOJD - The Outer Ocean (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*EX-BLACK TRIP*SWE HARD ROCK) - 18 € 
High Roller Records 2018 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 350, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert 
For Fans of Black Trip, Thin Lizzy, ROBERT PEHRSSON'S HUMBUCKER or NWOBHM 
EX - Black Trip: With »Goin' Under« and »Shadowline« the Swedish band Black Trip had released two classic metal albums to 
great critical acclaim. So maybe we can call this also the 3rd Black Trip Album ! 
 
VOJD - The Outer Ocean (NEW*LIM.500 BLUE VINYL*EX-BLACK TRIP*SWE HARD ROCK) - 18 € 
High Roller Records 2018 - Limited Edition in transparent electric blue vinyl, ltd 500, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert 
For Fans of Black Trip, Thin Lizzy, ROBERT PEHRSSON'S HUMBUCKER or NWOBHM 
EX - Black Trip: With »Goin' Under« and »Shadowline« the Swedish band Black Trip had released two classic metal albums to 
great critical acclaim. So maybe we can call this also the 3rd Black Trip Album ! 
 
WHITE BOY AND THE AVERAGE RAT BAND - Same (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*US METAL/ROCK CLASSIC '80*SABBATH/PRIEST) - 
24 € 
Heaven and Hell Records 2017 - Mastered from the original tapes -official reissue - limited Edition of 400 in black vinyl + Insert ! 
Now after all these years this album will finally get a proper reissue, fully digitally re-mastered from the original tapes  
For the first time ever officially reissued. 
Fans of early Sabbath, Priest, Motorhead, Axe, Wicked Witch, A Band Called Death, Roky Erikson, The MC5, and Iggy and the 
Stooges 
 
WHITE BOY AND THE AVERAGE RAT BAND - Same (NEW*LIM.100 GREEN V.*US METAL/ROCK CLASSIC '80*SABBATH/PRIEST) - 
26 € 
Heaven and Hell Records 2017 - Mastered from the original tapes -official reissue - limited Edition of 100 in Coke Bottle colored 
clear vinyl + Insert ! 
Now after all these years this album will finally get a proper reissue, fully digitally re-mastered from the original tapes  
For the first time ever officially reissued.  
Fans of early Sabbath, Priest, Motorhead, Axe, Wicked Witch, A Band Called Death, Roky Erikson, The MC5, and Iggy and the 
Stooges 
 

TAPES 
 
CHEVALIER - A Call To Arms TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*FIN FEMALE FRONTED SPEED METAL*ACID*S.HALLOW) - 10 € 
Heavy Chains Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 200 copies TAPE  - the best new traditional Metal Band from Finland together 
with Satan's Fall !! 
Classic NWOBHM influenced Speed/Heave Metal with Female Vocals ! 
For Fans of Portrait, Satan's Fall, Savage Master, Satan's Hallow, ACID 
Hailing from Finland, Chevalier bring six hymns of epic speed metal magic! On their debut recording, we are treated to a barrage 
of powerful heavy metal, drawing from influences ranging from early German speed metal to the melodic heavy metal coming 
out of France in the 1980s.  
A Call to Arms combines strong female vocals with great melodic guitar work to create a unique atmosphere that is held 
together with a killer raw production that sounds as though it was recorded in some long forgotten dungeon. 
 
LETHAL SHOCK  – Evil Aggressor TAPE (NEW*LIM.100 + PATCH/PIN*US SPEED METAL) – 10 € 
Arcane Metal Arts 2017 - Limited Cassette version – 100 copies, comes with woven patch and 2 inch "vote for lethal shock" style 
Botton pin – incl. Satan’s Hallow guitar player Steve Beaudette! 
Raw oldschool US Speed Metal ! Patrick Shock- Violence &Voice + Steve Beaudette-Six Stringed Savagery (EX-Satans 
Hallow),  Justin Fernal- Brute Force Beatings,Yawps 
 
METALIAN - Wasteland (NEW*LIM.100 TAPE*CAN HEAVY/SPEED METAL) - 11 € 
Argh Fuck Kill Records 2015 - Limited Edition of 100 Hand Numbered Tapes ! 
Debut Album of Canada`s finest in traditional Heavy Metal ! Again you can await old school metal and a mixture between speedy 
NWOBHM stuff and 80ies Heavy Metal with shredding guitars and a powerful, melodic voice, Hymns of real METAL a real must 



have - enjoy the "Sonic Attack" ! For Fans of Exciter, Abattoir, Jaguar, Raven, Judas Priest (Painkiller - Era), Iron Maiden, early 
Running Wild 
 
SUBSTRATUM - Permission To Rock TAPE (NEW*LIM.250*US METAL*SATAN’S HALLOW) - 11 € 
US Private Press 2018 - Shrinkwrapped pro cassettes of our their 2nd full-length album. Limited to 250 copies. US Direct Import ! 
Finest female fronted US Metal from Seattle ! 
For Fans of Lady Beast, Satan’s Hallow, ACID, Warlock, Chastain, Sign of the Jackal 
 
VORTEX - The Lost Tapes Vol. 1 (NEW*LIM.110 TAPES*DUTCH HEAVY METAL 1985) - 11 € 
Postmortem Apocalypse Records 2018 -  Limited Edition of 110 copies only ! Deluxe tapes, made in America, 6 page foldout J 
cards, red tapes silver on shell print! 
These are the long forgotten Recordings for Open the Gate, recorded in 1985 ! 
 

MAGAZINES 
 
DEAF FOREVER #22 (01/2018 - NEW*GER MAG*JUDAS PRIEST*POSTER: MOTÖRHEAD + RUSH) – 7 € 
Brandnew issue with: 
Primordial, Saxon, Warrel Dane, Tribulation, B. Dickonson, Stefe Harris, Michael Schenker, Warning, Exhorder -  over 145 pages 
+ Cult Poster with Motörhead + Rush 
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ACHTUNG: Wenn ihr unseren Newsletter künftig nicht mehr erhalten möchtet, dann bitte auf diese Email 
rückantworten mit dem Vermerk "Bitte aus Email - Verteiler löschen" ! 
ATTENTION: If you no longer wish to receive our newsletter in the future, please reply to this email with the note 
"Please delete from email - mailing list"! 
 
 
 
 
 


